University Writing: Petition to Trade Sections

Student #1:
Name: _____________________________________________________

Uni: _______________________________________

Section Registered for: CC1010.__________ (Not the call number)
Section wishing to trade into: CC1010.__________

Student #2:
Name: _____________________________________________________

Uni: _______________________________________

Section Registered for: CC1010.__________ (Not the call number)
Section wishing to trade into: CC1010.__________

Notes:
1. We cannot process a trade if you have any classes overlapping in time.
2. We cannot process a trade if the trade will bring you over your school’s credit limit.
3. You must resolve any potential conflicts before we can process the trade.

Return form completed by both parties as an attachment to:
english-cc1010-petitions@columbia.edu

We will notify you of the trade when completed.

Dates: Tuesday, August 30 – Friday, September 2, 2022, 3pm.